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About This Game

Glyphs Apprentice is a deeply engrossing problem solving game, using simple programming to animate game objects. This is
one of the most ambitious puzzle games you will ever play with over 70 levels, each with a near infinite number of solutions.

It inspires new ways of thinking by combining programming with spatial visualization. You will need to use your intelligence,
creativity and imagination. Your solutions will range from elegant creations to laughable Rube Goldberg monstrosities. Watch

with fascination as your creations come to life in this spell-binding game.

Glyphs Apprentice was inspired by Zach Barth’s Codex of Alchemical Engineering and SpaceChem, and fans of these games
will enjoy the next evolution in this genre.
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Title: Glyphs Apprentice
Genre: Indie
Developer:
inSPIRE Games
Publisher:
inSPIRE Games
Release Date: 16 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Core 2 Duo

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1GB Video RAM, 810MHz Graphics Clock

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: None required.
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glyphs apprentice

this game sucks. i was loving this game. Then i randomly picked up like 500k(which buys the best gun in the game) while
having 50k (which is already a sizeable amount) and THEN cocaine was selling for 5K! it was usually around 16k at the lowest.
So i bought like 140 units (the most i could carry). THE NEXT LOCATION, it did some dumb setback where i get scared by
some gangbangers and I guess my characters is the worst drug dealer on the planet, because he dropped all 140 units of cocaine,
and i went broke and floored my monitor.... What. The. ♥♥♥♥?. I am not able to run the game with windows mixed reality :-(
in steam. At some point it started corrupting save files. I know it's an old game, but you sell it for money, so...
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Game is dead 0 servers 0 players unable to do anything about it.. Drive a few meters, stop, press i, press i, repeat. That's the
entire game. It takes place on a handful of identical streets in an empty version of NY with little other traffic. And those few
cars cut you off, don't use indication lights and you can't even ram them or anything. Christ.

Steam really needs some basic quality control to weed out these lazy, bad asset flips.. I loved the books and this game does them
credit. Engaging, fun and incredibly well thought out. 5/7 Would play again.. To be honest I've only played one skirmish map so
far
and though the graphics look good and the mechanics
suited well enough so far as getting things done but the problem
is that the AI builds a HUGE force compared to what you will have time to build
no matter how diligently you keep tabs on your production.
Maybe there's some obscure plan to increase unit production
but I got totalled before I could field an army of more than 20.
Since rumor is that this game is considered a "done deal" I have
little hope this gets sorted out to make the RTS skirmish maps playable.
Maybe the campaign is good. I don't know. Might or mighht not bother playing it.
. tl;dr: Great idea, poor execution.

My Lovely Daughter is a mediocre game built on a fantastic premise. The idea that you need to get close to the homonculi you
build in order to restore your daughter to life sets up a tragic game: Can you kill the creatures you get to know?

Unfortunately, the actual game fails to live up to this premise. The game very quickly descends into drudgery as you send mostly
interchangeable homonculi on mostly interchangeable quests to get gold. The mid to late game is a slog of micromanagement
without much pay off. The interactions are terribly written and disjointed and left me without any attachment to the homonculi,
the villagers, or Faust himself.

And after all that, the ending is...Contrived. It took me ~6 hours total, which is *way* too short for a $10 game.. Nice little
game. The AI is fairly good, entertaining and a bit of a challenge on highest difficulty. Never seems to match on multiplayer
though - in time hopefully this will improve (more players needed!) - not a huge amount of replayability though if restricted to
single player only.
. Amazing Game. (But is free, apogee release as freware).
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